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School Overview
Our School
Bradshaw is an inclusive, friendly school where children learn in a safe and supportive
environment. The school is located in a picturesque setting at the foot of the
MacDonnell Ranges in spacious grounds (23 Adamson Ave, Alice Springs, 0870). As a
well-established school with a recognised profile within the Alice Springs Community
for providing positive academic and wellbeing outcomes for students, Bradshaw is the
school of choice for many families. We have excellent resources and high quality staff
that have been maintained and improved over time. Bradshaw has an ICSEA of 922.
At Bradshaw teaching and learning is underpinned by research and progress measured
through school-wide data processes. Visible Learning, Relationships-based Learning,
Age Appropriate Pedagogies and NT Social and Emotional Learning underpinned the
effective teaching and learning environments established in classrooms. School Wide
Positive Behaviour Support is a framework embedded into the schools positive practice
and requires staff to be explicit about expectations for learning and behaviour, as well
as supporting the social and emotional learning within the school.
Bradshaw maintained 2 satellite classes from Acacia Hill School, valuing this important
partnership that is focussed on increasing the outcomes for students. Satellite classes
integrate into mainstream classes for activities, participate in buddy class activities as
well as in all whole school events. Students have the opportunity to learn in small
classes with intensive support and then develop social connections with typically
developing peers through activities and break times.
In 2018 we welcomed the involvement of parents and other family members in our
school throughout the year through daily opportunities in classrooms, School Council
involvement, as well as class and whole school events. Of particular note was the
‘Bradshaw School Concert-Toys’ – an extravaganza showcasing the performing arts
skills of all Bradshaw Learners, with an attendance of over 1000 audience members!
(not including staff or students!) We continue to believe that the partnership between
teachers, parents and carers is vital for success at school.
Our Improvement Agenda in 2018 focussed on:
•
Engage…Increasing the number of students attending to more than 80%- To
systematically increase learning time for all.
•
Grow … Improving students writing two year gain in NAPLAN writing in years 3
and 5.
•
Grow … Growth for all through data driven practice.
•
Achieve … Achieving greater outcomes for students through a strengthened
Professional Learning Community implementing evidence based practice.
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Our Staff
In 2018 Bradshaw employed over 66 staff with an FTE average of 55.8, 13 of whom
identified as Indigenous.
Staff at Bradshaw Primary School worked positively and professionally to create
supportive learning environments and deliver curriculum effectively, in order to meet
the learning needs of all students and achieve optimal gains in all areas. There were
eighteen classes in the primary school and four classes in the preschool. Staff consisted
of 30 teaching staff members, including 22 classroom teachers, as well as a Physical
Education Teacher and an Art Teacher. An average of 25 classroom support staff were
employed directly to help cater for individual students’ learning needs. Four
administration officers (including a Business Manager) managed the front office
requirements of the school. We also had one fulltime Aboriginal Education Officer and
one fulltime and one part-time grounds staff.
Through successful line management of classroom support staff, the team reported
extremely high levels of work satisfaction, professional development and an increased
sense of efficacy.
Our Leadership Team was very new in 2018 with significant changes from 2017. Penny
Weily returned for a second year as a contract Principal, Jennie Ward and Simon
Rowlands fulfilled the two Assistant Principal roles (Simon was new to the leadership
team, but not the school), Lisa Scarfe, Alexandra Royes and Michele Turk fulfilled the 3
Senior Teacher roles (both Alex and Michele were new to the leadership team but not
the school), Melanie Shaw finished the year winning the Business Manager role in Term
4 (no Business Manager in Term 3), 3 aspiring leaders, Bec Hewitt,
Lara Phillips and Rupert Croutz (all from within the school and are
experienced classroom teachers) and Tracie Richardson fulfilled the
Executive Assistant role. All three aspiring leaders continued to work
towards their Highly Accomplished and Lead Teacher certification. All
teaching staff met the professional standards for teachers in the
Northern Territory, including having obtained appropriate
qualifications for teaching and abiding by the Code of Ethics for
Northern Territory teachers.
As always many of the Bradshaw Staff were nominated for awards in 2018.
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Teaching in the Territory Awards
Category

Staff Member

Northern Territory Principal of the Year

Penny Weily – Winner – Alice
Springs Region

Northern Territory Primary Teacher of the
Year

Bec Hewitt
Jessica Fahey
Lara Phillips
Marissa Priestley

Northern Territory Aboriginal Educator of
the Year
Northern Territory School Leader of the
Year

Michele Turk

Northern Territory Special Education
Teacher

Alexandra Royes (Shortlisted)

Northern Territory Education Support
Person of the Year

Allison McMullin
Bernie Bergin
Bronwyn Andrews
Lesley MacKinnon (Shortlisted)
Marion Drogemuller
Sam Copestick
Sue Vanluenen
Tracie-Lee Richardson

Our Students
Average enrolments across 2018 was 520
students at Bradshaw, with our peak
enrolments reaching 539 in Term 3 and
remaining over 530 for all of Semester 2.
Average attendance across the year was
88.9%, with student mobility for the year at
25%. Whilst enrolments were higher than
2017, student mobility also increased slightly
from 19% for 2017. Attendance remained
relatively steady across the year.
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Over 15 cultures were represented at Bradshaw in 2018 with 35% of students
identifying as Indigenous. Whilst numbers have fluctuated sightly over time,
Bradshaw has continued to grow and has maintained high enrolment numbers (around
520-530), through its sustained positive reputation in the community, highlighting the
schools ability to meet the academic and social/emotional needs of all students.
Enrolment and Attendance over time:
Enrolment and Attendance over Time
Year
2016
2017
Start of the year
470
490
End of the year
511
497
Growth during the year
41
7
Growth from year to year start
20
Attendance average at the end of the 89.5%
87.75%
year

2018
461
534
73
-29
88.5%

2019
535

74

Home visits, phone calls
and school events that
allow for family members
to come and feel welcome,
promotes home and
school connections and
allows for positive
conversations and support
arrangements to be
sourced. Bradshaw
maintains a pickup service
in emergencies, as well as
emergency breakfasts,
lunches and a supply of uniforms to support families. Frontier services are also
partnered with Bradshaw and supply lunches that are directly linked to family
Centrelink payments.
Twenty-four students received support through Special Education Support Program
funding, a decrease from 27 in 2017 and 25 in 2016. There were also 155 students
included on the National Consistent Collection of Data for Students with a Disability,
approximately 30% of the school population included on the NCCD. This represented
a significant reduction from 247 students (49%) in 2017. Discussions as to the
reasons for this change focused on an increased understanding of the requirements
for inclusion in the data base as opposed to any real reduction in the needs of the
student population.
Non- attendance is managed through school processes with the support of regional
office truancy staff.
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Our Community
The
Bradshaw
School
Community
is
relatively
representative of the Alice
Springs Community in general.
Families come from diverse
educational and professional
backgrounds to come together
to form a supportive and
cohesive school community.
Families are able to engage in
the school through a range of
activities such as Meet the
Teacher Night, Harmony Day,
NAIDOC Week Celebrations, 3Way
Conferences
with
students and teachers, Sports Day, classroom support, School Council, the amazing
Bradshaw School Concert, as well as many other educational and social school events.
Just short of 80% of families attended 3-Way conferences throughout the year.
Through the strong commitment of staff, School Council, families and students,
Bradshaw remains a pillar of educational and wellbeing success.
We celebrate the successes of students and staff through
assembly presentations, newsletters, Facebook and the
exciting Year 6 Graduation evening. Students and families
also come together through our Mother’s Day and Father’s
Day stalls and activities, various class fundraising events
and the Bradshaw School Quiz night that is attended by
both Bradshaw community members as well as others
from across Alice Springs. Fundraising through all
sources combined in 2018 raised approximately
$23000.
Our School Council continued to meet monthly throughout the
year enabling us to draw upon the support and
expertise of a range of
parents to support
many of these key
events.
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Our school community remains in touch with the school initiatives and events through
our active Facebook page, as well as through newsletters, email, face to face
communication and StoryPark in the Early Years. Bradshaw Learners are celebrated as
they reach milestones in their bubble cards and photos of winners are displayed in the
foyer through the ongoing loop presentations on the foyer TV.
In 2018, Bradshaw managed to secure a grant to support the development of a new
School Website. The website was collaboratively developed with Bellette and Michele
Turk led the way in our Bradshaw team. The new website is comprehensive and is
regularly updated with school news and events. https://bradshawprimary.nt.edu.au/
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Principal's Report
2018 began substantially more settled than 2017. The leadership team was newly
established and roles and responsibilities shared. Whilst the leadership team had
significantly changed from previous years, none were new to the school. This provided
a sound level of cohesion and direction from the start of the school year. The team
consisted of:










Principal – Penny Weily – 2nd year
Assistant Principal – Jennie Ward – 9th year
Assistant Principal – Simon Rowlands – 1st year
Senior Teacher – Lisa Scarfe – 4th year (at Bradshaw)
Senior Teacher – Michel Turk – 1st year
Senior Teacher – Alexandra Royes – 1st year
Aspiring Leaders/HALT aspirants – Bec Hewitt, Lara Philips, Rupert Croutz
Executive Assistant – Tracie-Lee Richardson
Business Manager – Naomi Berriman (finished at the end of 1st Semester) / Melanie
Shaw (Term 4)

Bradshaw employed approximately 65 staff in 2018. Permanent employees were just
over 65%, approximately 25% on fixed term contracts and 10% casual staff. In Term 4,
through the utilisation of the Permanency Strategy we were able to appoint both Lara
Philips and Rupert Croutz as permanent members of our teaching staff.
Enrolments at the start of 2018 (Week 1 – 461) were unusually lower than recent years,
resulting in a significant reduction in our school budget. However, over the course of
the year numbers increased exponentially, resulting in an increase in over 73 students
by the end of the year (534 in Week 10 – Term 4), an increase of almost 16%.
Whilst we stepped back from 19 classes in 2017 to 18 classes in 2018, the increase in
student numbers across the year resulted in some classes exceeding recommendations,
with class sizes above 27 in several classrooms. Preschool numbers also started slower
than usual however these increased within Term 1 to ensure 4 classes were maintained
and an average of 80 students enrolled in Preschool. A small number of preschool
students started mid-year and will return in 2019 complete 18 months in the program.
The preschool continued to deliver high quality educational experiences for children,
targeting individual needs and interests, through their utilisation of the Early Years
Learning Framework and the Preschool Curriculum. The Preschool is anticipating a
review in 2019. Staff also accessed professional learning and support through the Early
Language and Literacy program, facilitated by the Australian Literacy and Numeracy
Foundation. Some staff accessed the Age Appropriate Pedagogies professional
development, following its introduction in Transition in 2017. These professional
learning opportunities provided a consistent language of learning across the early
childhood classrooms.
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Age Appropriate Pedagogies (AAP) continued to be implemented and refined in
Transition and Year 1 with more staff trained and Bradshaw being recognised as a
leader in the region. Michele Turk and I presented the Bradshaw journey and the impact
of this work to the Northern Territory Board of Studies, as well as at the Age
Appropriate Pedagogies conference in Darwin.
Perception surveys again provided us with key information around the progress of the
school. Overall, results were very positive from parents, students and staff.
Approximately 28% of families, 50% of staff (including casual staff and including 80%
of teaching staff), and 43% of students in Years 3-6 completed the survey. Our target
was to have an average rating above 4 in all areas on the 5-point scale. Whilst not
achieved in 100% of areas this was achieved across almost every statement and in
every survey group.
Overall parents indicated high levels of satisfaction with Bradshaw Primary School and
the opportunities provided for students. The highest area according to parents is the
fact that they can talk to their child’s teacher if they have any concerns. Whilst still very
positive the two areas noted for further development are a continued focus on
behaviour management and further opportunities for parents to have their opinion
heard and incorporated into the school’s decision making processes. 82% of
respondents would recommend the school to other parents.
Staff responses overall were also positive. Most averaged a 4+ on the 5-point rating
scale. Most notably was the fact that all teachers expected students to do their best
and this was consistent with both parent and student responses, indicating the high
expectations and help for all students across the school. Staff noted a strong vision for
improvement, suitable/flexible programs and pathways for student success and a focus
on staff and student wellbeing as vital to future development. Staff noted their strong
contributions to the improvement agenda, their ability to use and understand data in
order to drive improved student outcomes, as well as effective collaboration and
professional development opportunities across the school. Levels of trust across staff
were variable and will be a focus moving forward.
Student results again were positive. High expectations topped the list, along with high
levels of motivation, opportunities to do interesting things and effective feedback
provided by teachers. Students noted opportunities to engage in leadership as a
positive component of Bradshaw Primary School. Students felt that their teachers know
them well and support them to achieve the best results possible. Areas for future focus
include, further work in understand how individual students learn best, strengthening
student voice and behaviour management in order for all students to actively engage in
their learning and improved school facilities and maintenance. Consistently high
expectations for learning and behaviour, effective teaching practices including
feedback, motivating and engaging lessons and the effective use of assessments, strong
relationships with staff and peers and supportive learning environments, are all noted
by students as supporting their academic and wellbeing progress.
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Student behaviour is well managed at
this school
Teachers at this school treat students
fairly
Teachers at this school expect my child
to do his or her best
I can talk to my child’s teacher about my
concerns
This school looks for ways to improve
I would recommend this school to other
families

Social and Emotional Learning at
Bradshaw
This school supports my child’s social
development
This school helps my child understand
his or her emotions
This school supports my child’s
wellbeing
I actively teach and support my
students to develop social and
emotional skills
I understand trauma and its impact on
learning and behaviour
This school's policies and practices
value the cultural identities of all
students and staff.
I feel supported by my friends at
school.
I know how to calm myself when I am
upset at school.
I know how to work through
challenges at school.
I am able to concentrate on my
learning in class without being
distracted.
This schools acknowledges when we
are doing good things.

Parents
4.1

Staff
3.9

Students
3.7

4.4

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.6

4.7

4.5

3.9

4.3
4.6

4.6
4.5
4.4 – (as a
place to
work)

Parents
Yes
No
97% 3%
95%

5%

96%

4%

Students
Yes
No

4.4
4.2 (I like
being at my
school)
Staff
Yes
No

100% -

87%

13%

87%

13%

90%

10%

58%

42%

95%

5%

90%

10%

90%

10%
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In October 2018 Bradshaw participated in a school review using the National School
Improvement tool as the basis from which evidence was assessed and feedback was
given to the school regarding where we currently sit in our improvement journey and
what we can do in order to make further progress. Through an intense 3-day review,
where reviewers spoke to almost all staff members as well as parent and student
representatives, a report was compiled and Affirmations, Commendations and
Recommendations were provided to the school. These recommendations have been
used to form our 4-year Strategic Plan and our first steps have been identified in the
Annual School Improvement Plan for 2019.
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In 2018, Bradshaw had an explicit focus on the improvement in writing outcomes for
students. Professional development was provided to staff focussing on the NAPLAN
marking criteria. Three staff members participated in the NAPLAN marking panel, and
collaboratively shared their expertise with staff upon their return. Michele Turk led staff
in understanding what their learning needs were in relation to the teaching of writing
and then provided whole school moderation and confirming sessions on a common
narrative task. Staff were supported to use the NAPLAN criteria to assess a piece of
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writing and to identify specific skills in writing. Early
childhood and middle primary Collaborative Learning
Teams (CLT’s) focussed on writing development and
developing a continua document to assist with
planning, teaching and assessing writing, as well as the
identification of ‘best practice’ pedagogy using the
Sheena
Cameron
resources.
Peer-to-peer
observations, coaching, mentoring, modelling, coteaching and differentiated classroom support was
provided to increase consistency of writing
approaches. Students indicated greater engagement in writing tasks and progress,
particularly in the early years was significant.
Data driven practice to improve targeted learning for students was another priority.
GradeXpert became the tool utilised to store and analyse data. Simon Rowlands led the
development of the staff’s capacity to utilise the data effectively to support individual
student progress. Classroom, whole school and system level data was all stored in one
place and was readily accessible for all staff. Further embedding of effective data
literacy skills will be the focus moving forward.
Simon also led the development of our mathematical pedagogical practice in 2018. The
goal in this area was 80% of classroom teachers from T-6 would be better able to cater
for the individual learning needs of students in Numeracy through data driven practices
and quality teaching and learning resources by the end of 2018, as measured by
classroom observations, teacher self-assessment, student voice, and PAT Maths.
Simon led the implementation
of
the
Number
Fluency
Assessment
which is an
individual assessment for all
students that pinpoints every
students ‘point of need’ and
provides teachers with exactly
what is required to move
students forward in their
progress. We also increased the
use of TOPTEN Maths /
Maths300 /and Resolve to
develop a whole school Numeracy Program. Maths placemats were utilised to help
students understand their learning journey. Differentiation in maths lessons became a
significant focus. The results of the PATM standardised testing indicated an increase
across all median scale scores, across all year levels, with Years 1 and 2 at or above the
Norm referenced median scale scores.
Series 1 -2016 median scale scores
Series 3 -2018 median scale scores

Series 2 – 2017 median scale scores
Series 4 – Norn Referencing median scale scores
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Our Classroom Support Team play a vital role in the success of our students.
Developing this team into a finley tuned, professional and motivated team was
essential. We had a solid team of approaximatley 25 Classroom Support Staff employed
mostly through School Council funds, with a small number of permanent Adminstration
Officers included in the team. Under Michele Turk’s leaderhsip mid way through the
year, the team engaged in professioanl development in response to identified needs.
Two specialised workshops focussed on Supporting Writing in the Classroom and Speech
and Language Development, were provided. Classroom Support staff supported
classroom pracitce, assessments and the alternative/flexible learning needs of students.
A strong induction program was implemented resutling in high overall levels of job
satisfaction, as well as increased efficacy in their roles. Individual students’ needs were
the focus of all support programs and staff.
Strong early childhood practices are vital for future success for students. In 2018 we
implemented Read-Write-Inc across Transition and Year 1. The Foundtions of Early
Literacy Assessment (FELA) data was utilsied to identify indivudal students needs and
an additioanl staff member was employed specifically to address these needs. 10 lowest
scoring students in the FELA, were then triangulated with attendance and Asessment
of Student Competencies Data, to identify needs and provide interventions. Results
indicated significant growth for 8 out of the 10 students.
21st Century Learning requires regular access to ICT. All teachers received new teacher
laptops in a timely and efficient manner ensuring limited downtime during transition to
new laptops. 4 teachers attended iPad professional learning on digital technology. 1
teacher visited another school to observe how SeeSaw is used for parent
communication and map student learning online. Students were using devices and
computer programs primarily for Reading Eggs, Mathletics, Typing Tournament and
Scratch, as well as for Word Processing, robotics, coding and publishing of works. Old
teacher laptops were reimaged and included in the student access. Devices and
computers were labelled and allocated to specific classes to allow ease of tracking of
devices across the school. All devices were housed or stored in a secure manner
resulting in no thefts. Unfortunaltey the 3D printer still remains unused!
There was a continued focus on SWPBS (School Wide Positive Behaviur Supports) to
support positive lerning outcomes for students. Staff particpated in professional
development in Term 1 and then formed an SWPBS Team. The team evaluated current
processes, gathered student voice and drafted a plan of action. The Bradshaw Learner
Cards reward system was adjusted, students took control of the process and oversaw
the rewards and acknolwedgements. The team utilsied behaviour data to identfy
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student needs and
the expertise of
staff to plan and
implement
interventions.
Chess and table
tennis at lunch
time and recess
provided
an
opportunity
for
students
to
engage in positive
interactions with
peers. Pre and
post ‘flight’ (break)
checks
with
students occurred across classrooms to support students to regulate and solve
problems. The team noted some inconsistencies in the way the processes and
procedures in SWPBS were implemented across the school and this will be a key focus
in 2019.
Building the capacity of staff is vital for student progress. Further enhancing the
Professional Learning Community(PLC) at Bradshaw School was a key improvement
agenda item in 2018. Staff
worked together in Collaborative
Learning Teams (CLT’s), had
regular line manager meetings to
address individual Performance
and Development goals and
engaged in observation and
coaching cycles, both formally
and informally with colleagues.
To
monitor
the
ongoing
effectivelness of our PLC we
engaged in the Australian Coucil
for Edcuational Researach’s PLC
Questionnaire. Teaching staff
completed an online survey and then a report was prepared. The report indicates that
across all five domains Bradshaw Primary School has maintained or strengthened the
characteristics of a professional learning community, especially in Performance and
Development practices. The strongest features of the professional community at
Bradshaw Primary School remain its focus on professional learning and its professional
culture.
A A
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As the Principal I was
privileged to
participate in the
Principal Development
Program for early
career principals, to
support my growth as
a school leader.
Bradshaw also continued its commitment to developing the teachers of tomorrow
through its strong connection to Charles Darwin University in providing ongoing
placements for teacher practicums to be completed.
NAPLAN results continued to improve in 2018, in most areas. In Year 3 we increased
the percentage of students achieving above National Minimum Standard in Reading,
Spelling, Grammar and remained steady in Numeracy. Whilst a higher number of
students were above in Writing we also had more students participating so the
percentage was slightly lower. In Year 5 we increased the percentage above the
National Minimum Standard in Writing, Grammar and Numeracy and remained steady
in Reading and Spelling. We held high rates of participation across both year levels with
over 90% of students included.
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In 2018, Bradshaw continued a strong working partnership with the Polly Farmer
Institute to provide additional learning
support to our Indigenous students.
Learning Club was available 2
afternoons a week for students in years
3-6. Students had afternoon tea and
then engaged in a range of learning
opportunities designed to support their
specific learning needs in literacy and
numeracy. Students could be picked up
from the library or a bus was provided to
drive students home. Staff worked
closely with classroom teachers to
collect and analyse data to ensure the
programs met students’ needs.
In Term 4 students from the Learning Club Program participated in a camp along the
Larapinta Trail with students from other Learning Clubs across Alice Springs. We
extended this partnership continuing to include students from Larapinta Primary
School, who were bused over each afternoon. There were some challenges with
staffing in Terms 3 and 4 however these were resolved creatively. The Polly Farmer
Institute also provided a Maths and Science Club that operated out of Centralian Middle
School for students in Years 4-6. Many students from Bradshaw were also engaged in
this program. Learning Club and the Polly Farmer STEM Program will continue in 2019.
Bradshaw is renowned for its extracurricular activities and programs and these
continued in 2018. These included, but were not limited to,
the Polly Farmer Learning Clubs, Interschool Sport, music
tuition provided by NT Music School, Choir, Harmony Day,
family events, Learner Conferences with families, excursions,
performances both at school and externally such as at
Araluen Performing Arts Centre, swimming and camps. The
annual concert was held at the Marion Centre and was an
incredible success, with over 1000 audience members. This
event enabled the entire school
community to come together and
celebrate.
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Whilst we have been successful in accessing a second round of school improvement
grants, which will see the development of a Park’n’Go on the Flynn Drive Oval side
and a new playground on the senior side, we finished the year no closer to seeing this
project begin.
I would like to thank all parents and members of the school community for their
terrific support throughout the year. Bradshaw Primary School has an acknowledged
reputation as a school with a proud and strong school community. By working
together in partnership with a clear focus on the school’s vision, it will continue to
provide the best learning opportunities for your children to achieve success. I look
forward to working with you all in 2019 and driving the continued success of our
school.
Looking forward to 2019!
Penny Weily
Principal
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School Council Chair Report 2018
It is with great pleasure and honour that I have been involved with the Bradshaw
community since 1996 when my first child attended Bradshaw Pre-school. Since then
I have been involved with the school council as an elected member and as an attendee
when I had to take a year off to reset my time allowed on council. There is no reason
you cannot attend the meetings if not elected, you just don’t get a vote and may have
to leave when sensitive issues are being discussed. I would urge everyone to become
involved in some way.
The last year has seen some fabulous things happen at Bradshaw. The school concert
just keeps getting better and better. I am a bit of a purist and love a Christmas concert
but as an alternative Bradshaw does a brilliant job of bringing the whole school
community together to celebrate the talents of the children, teachers and parents. It is
always a pleasure to see.
Of course the year 6 graduation was amazing. My final child graduated so this made the
event a little bitter sweet but no less moving.
Teaching in the Territory Awards: Penny Weily won Principal of the year for the Alice
Springs region, Alexandra Royes was shortlisted for NT Special Education teacher and
Lesley MacKinnon was shortlisted for NT Education Support Person of the Year.
Congratulations to these three and all our other wonderful staff who were nominated.
Enrolments: Our enrolments have been steadily growing since 2017 with a fabulous
535 students enrolled at the start of 2019. This is great news for Bradshaw as I feel it
demonstrates the community’s confidence in our school and its teachers.
During 2018 Bradshaw participated in a school review. Over 3 days many students,
staff, parents and council members were interviewed. The information was collected
and collated with the overall response being a positive one. The review board were very
impressed with all aspects of Bradshaw and this reflected in their report.
Such a positive year for Bradshaw. The fundraising efforts of the school were amazing
with just over $23000.00 being raised for the resurfacing of the basketball courts. This
was helped along by the friendly competition between classes to raise the most funds.
The competition was won by the year 6’s who were treated to a free fun day.
I would just like to thank all the staff and parents who gave their time to the School
Council and wish the new Council luck with the year ahead.
Thank you and regards,
Lauren Winter
2018 School Council Chair
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Treasurer’s Report
Our 2018 School Held Cash Funding was calculated through the School Resourcing Model
(formerly “Global Budget”) and came from both the Northern Territory and Commonwealth
government. Amounts were determined through a series of formulae based on enrolment and
attendance data. The School Held Cash Funds are made up of three components: 1). Fixed
Funding – to be used for property management, essential services and day to day operational
expenses. 2). Variable Funding – to be used for educational purposes, including support staff
and relief teacher wages, educational programs, teacher and student curriculum resources, IT,
classroom consumables etc. and 3). Non-Urgent Minor Repairs (NUMR). Funds were divided
into two allocations and were received by the school at the beginning of semester 1 and the
beginning of semester 2.
Our 2018 School Held Cash Funding Allocation consisted of:
$464,380
$476,634
$ 16,474
$957,488

Fixed Funding
Variable Funding
NUMR
Total

In addition there was a surplus of $181,133 carried forward from the 2017 Global Budget.
The school also received funds from a number of grants during 2018 including:











UMR (Urgent Minor Repairs) which were used for - plumbing repairs, broken
windows, electrical repairs, air-conditioning repairs, urgent cleaning of
carpets and replacement of vandalised/broken fixtures. Funds were spent
then claimed back through an acquittal process. Upon approval of claims, the
funds are paid back to the school, thus UMR grants are not a set amount.
ReadWrite Inc grant $10,300 was received in March and was used to purchase
the Read Write, which is a literacy package, consisting of both student and
teacher resources.
Principal Wellbeing $1800 grant was received in February and was used to
further the wellbeing of our Principal and Assistant Principals.
3 x Sporting Schools grants totalling $8000 was received and used for the AFL
sporting schools programs and the Athletics Australia program, both of which
were delivered by an external service provider. The school was also able to
purchase sporting equipment.
ACER Professional Learning Grant $1650 – this was used to
Website Development Grant $11000 – we engaged Hut Six to create and
design our school website.
Teach for Australia Grant $2200 – this was only received in December. These
funds will be used to pay the cost of having an employee deliver a writing
extension and enrichment program to students.
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THIE Program grant had a carried forward amount of $17191 plus and
additional grant of $50600 was received. In the first semester, the THIE
Program continued to operate as usual however in semester 2, the Department
ceased the program. Due to the contract they had in place with the employee,
they allowed the employee to continue working at Bradshaw until the end of
her contract, in an administrative support role.

Each class was allocated a budget of $3000. These funds were used throughout the
year to purchase student & teacher resources, classroom consumables and for
printing/photocopying.
The school received an initial amount of $75,630 for the back to school payment
scheme. This allowed an amount of $150 for each student enrolled to use towards
selected school items such as uniforms, camps, excursions, swimming program, Reading
Eggs and Lexiles. The full amount was acquitted and a further $1200 was claimed and
received.
In January 2019, Perks completed an independent audit of Bradshaw Primary School’s
2018 financials. The audited financial reports are available for you to read. In summary
I would like to note:
Total Assets = $442,999 (this is made up of cash at bank, uniform stocks and
prepayments.
Total Liabilities = $38,518 (trade debtors and provisions for long service leave)
The nett cash position as at 31st December 2018 was $404,481
Total Income for 2018 was $1,650,485
Total Expenses for 2018 were $1,639,118
The school made a profit of $11,367
Melanie Shaw
Business Manager
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Engage: Increase the number of students attending school more
than 80 per cent
Engage…..Increase the number of students attending to
more than 80%- To systematically increase learning time
for all
In 2018 we planned to develop an Attendance and Engagement Plan as well as a
Community Engagement Plan. We aimed to have 80% of families attend 3-Way
Conferences and to strengthen the communication processes within and beyond the
school community and raise the school’s profile through online media platforms. We
planned to continue to work with external organisations such as Central Australian
Aboriginal Congress, as well as stronger links with Truancy Services.
The Attendance and Engagement Team met fortnightly to review school data and plan
individual responses to attendance issues. It was important for us to focus on
Names/Numbers/Needs, as we assessed individual students for support. We had an
overall target of 90% attendance for 2018 and whilst we did fall slightly short we had
an average attendance across the year of 88.5%. Our goal was to have 75% of families
attend 3-Way Conferences and just below 80% of families attended 3-Way
Conferences in 2018.
Our Executive Assistant took on the responsibility of driving the continued positive
presence of the school through social media. Daily/Weekly posts celebrated the
learning progress of students, informed the community of school improvement agenda
items and upcoming class and whole school events. Our Facebook page was well
supported by families, and some classes even took on individual class Facebook pages
to provide more explicit information for families.
Preschool and Transition classes utilised StoryPark and SeeSaw to further support
families to engage in the learning processes and to celebrate the progress of students.
Classes with the highest attendance every fortnight were acknowledged at school
assemblies and chose the music for the school for the next two weeks.
Attendance data was regularly shared in newsletters and individual letters prepared for
students whose attendance had dropped below 80%. Whilst individual attendance
rewards was not acknowledged, this has been left as a possible area to pursue in 2019.
The HUB grew to a new iteration in 2018. The Learning Hub is a safe place for all
students to self-regulate and reflect. It also provides unique learning opportunities
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through academic differentiation and explicit
teaching of social skills through extra-curricular
activities.
This program provides explicit and targeted
support for those students with behavioural and
social and emotional needs. The program has
become even more flexible this year as we now
run the Jackaroo and Jillaroo sports training
program before school as well as the BOOST
reading club after school where the Year 6
students coach the Year 1 students in reading. The Hub offers cooking programs,
woodwork, CrossFit classes and many excursions to local sites and organisations. The
success we have seen from The Hub has been
absolutely amazing as behavioural referrals have
decreased dramatically. The impact the Hub is having
as throughout the day is evident to all as students are
coming in to calmly reflect on their behaviour or to
share positive stories of success. The Hub is seen as a
place for ALL. The continued vision for the Hub is to
provide a space for as many Bradshaw Learners as
possible to give them support or extension across a
range of areas.
Bradshaw continued to utilise the work of Professor Russell Bishop and implemented a
strong Relationships-based Learning teaching profile. 4 teachers engaged in
observations and coaching cycles based on the RbL teacher profile in order to continue
to create supportive learning environments.
Bradshaw continued to offer multiple opportunities for families to engage in and
support school improvement. Termly events such as Meet the Teacher, 3-Way
Conferences, Sports Day, School Concert and Year 6 Graduation all provided
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opportunities for families to be involved in school life. Classrooms welcomed parental
engagement to support the learning of students, through group work, excursions and
camps.
Our goal was to have less than 10% of students attending 60-80%. We unfortunately
did not achieve this goal and this will continue as a focus for 2019.

Attendance Summary Count as of 13/12/2018.
Front office staff pushed absent texts by 10am every morning. They also followed up
with phone calls to ascertain reasons for absence. Our Aboriginal Education Officer
conducted home visits and we provided a wraparound service where necessary to
pick up students for school. We regularly picked up approximately 6 children
everyday.
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Behaviour incidents remained an issue in 2018. The impact of disruptive behaviour and
physical aggression on learning remains a high focus area for Bradshaw and will be
incorporated into our priorities for 2019. Suspension numbers and days reduced in
2018 from 2017.

Behaviour incidents per 100 students was slightly reduced in 2018.

Physical aggression remained the most challenging in Major behaviours and Defiance
and Disrespect in Minor behaviours.
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In 2018 we had an overall attendance of 88.9% with 82% attending more the 80% of
the time. In 2019, we have a target of 90% overall attendance 85% of students
attending more than 80% of the time and a reduction in students attending 60-80%
from 13% to less than 10%.
We will further develop our Attendance and Engagement Plan and link it with
appropriate support services. We will focus on reducing un-notified absences and
unacceptable absences form school. We will continue to offer multiple opportunities to
engage in the school and contribute to the learning and decision making through whole
school events, school council and classroom activities. We will strengthen our family
information sessions in order to fully inform families regarding what they can do to
support the learning of students. We will work to further enhance Domains 3 and 9 in
the National School Improvement Tool – Strengthening a culture that promotes
learning and making strong and effective partnerships. Whilst preschool is a noncompulsory part of schooling, we have identified that we need to educate families more
effectively about the importance of attendance for learning and development. Our goal
will be reduce behaviour incidents and interruptions through the creation of learning
environments that are supportive and learning focussed.
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Grow: Improve students’ two year gain in NAPLAN writing in
Years 5, 7 and 9 (Department Goal)
Grow … Improve students writing two year gain in NAPLAN
writing in years 3 and 5
We set out to build teacher efficacy through professional development in the teaching
of Writing. Staff were surveyed to determine areas of need in relation to writing
pedagogy. We then participated in whole School moderation and confirming on a
common narrative writing task. Staff applied the NAPLAN criteria to assess writing and
identify specific skills of writing.
Both the Early Childhood and Middle Primary Collaborative Learning Teams focused on
writing pedagogy throughout Terms 2 and 3. Staff engaged in peer and teacher
observations, coaching, model teaching, co-teaching, classroom support as well as
meeting with teachers based on teacher identified needs.
Professional learning for Classroom Support Staff (CSS) was provided focussing on how
to support students during writing. This provided CSS with a common language of
learning and an understanding of how to best support and challenge young writers.
As a result of the Early Childhood CLT the team developed a writing progression for
Early Childhood (Preschool to Year 2), utilising research from Sheena Cameron’s work,
The ACER Literacy Progressions and the Read-Write-Inc learning sequence.
Progression for maths currently being developed. The Middle Primary CLT identified,
documented and shared best practices to teach text types using Sheena Cameron’s
work to underpin teaching.
Leadership opportunities were provided to staff members aspiring to complete their
HALT as they facilitated CLT’s, led the implementation of Read Write Inc and developed
associated projects and lines of inquiry to further support the improvements in writing.
Most teachers participated in the writing task, moderation and confirmation using the
NAPLAN writing criteria for assessment. Transition and Preschool teachers still
participated in the process of moderation and confirming, with limited examples / or
used work from other grades. Leadership participated in the learning, which was cofacilitated by internal staff members who participated in the NAPLAN Marking Panel.
Leadership drew on examples from a variety of year levels.
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All staff participated in a data conversation about writing
looking NAPLAN whole school data, analysis of data against
each of the NAPLAN writing criteria and moderation of student
work samples using a writing progression.
Every week in the Bradshaw Weekly Update there was a
summary of a chapter each week from Developing Young
Writers in the Classroom-I’ve got something to say – Gail Loane
with Sally Muir. All staff members were provided with a book
and this was an opportunity to engage in professional reflection
on specific areas of each chapter, highlighting key pedagogical
practices and insights.
We saw changes in the behaviours and attitudes about teaching and learning writing as
evidenced through increased opportunities to write and celebrations of writing. Our
Writing Wall was established in the library to showcase the work of students. Several
year levels also showcased their writing through interactive displays in the library,
where other classes and families were invited to come and read the texts students had
produced. These were also published in a range of formats.
Throughout the year there was an increased use of teacher made rubrics and checklists
to support the writing process for students and to provide an effective means to assess
writing pieces, for both students and teachers.
Three teachers were released to attend the NAPLAN Marking Panel and they continued
to be our Writing Leaders throughout the year. 12 teachers accepted the opportunity
to professionally develop through teacher observations, coaching cycles, peer
observations, programming or assessment meetings. Participation was based on
teacher identified needs in the effective teaching of writing. Some teachers undertook
all or some of these opportunities. 14 teachers participated in the Early Childhood and
Middle Primary writing CLT’s where student work, teaching pedagogy and improved
teacher practice were the focus. As this was our first year with this priority we have not
seen significant growth in NAPLAN – YET! Classroom data indicated improved
engagement in purposeful writing and a focus on developing specific skills within the
writing process.
Analysis of NAPLAN Data indicated that in Year 3, 13% (6 students) were below NMS,
15% (7students) were at NMS and 72% (33 students) were above NMS in 2017. In
2018, we had a much larger cohort of students and had 15% (12 students), 20% (15
students) at NMS and 64% (49) were above NMS.
In Year 5, 40% (23 students) were below NMS, 25% (14 students) were at NMS and
35% (20 students) were above NMS, in 2017. In 2018, 29% (16 students) were below
NMS, 12% (7 students) were at NMS and 60% (35 students) were above NMS.
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Data analysis indicated a positive trajectory for improvement and it was decided that
a sharp and narrow focus on Sentence Structure and Vocabulary would be the focus
for 2019. These areas will significantly impact other writing skill development.
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In 2019, each class will have a series of writing skills posters to display (using the
NAPLAN criteria), these will be the basis of the language we use to plan, teach and
assess writing. Professional development will consolidate and embed the use of Sheena
Cameron’s Writing Book as the approach to teaching text types. There will be ongoing
use of NAPLAN criteria to develop rubrics and checklists to support writing the process
and assessing of writing. There will be ongoing opportunities for teachers to access
teacher observations, coaching cycles, peer observations, programming or assessment
meetings as necessary. Students will be provided with opportunities to draft and craft
writing online (not just publishing finished works). There will be an increased Oral
Language focus in the Early Childhood Classes, utilising the Sheena Cameron Oral
Language documentation. Our work will be focussed on developing the National School
Improvement Tool Domains – 5 / 6 / 8. There will be an increased focus on extension
and enrichment of writing opportunities for students to write.
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Grow … Growth for all through data driven practice.
Deliverables in 2018 included the introduction of GradeXpert as a ‘one stop shop’ for
all data to be stored and utilised for analysis. Data conversations were planned to occur
regularly with colleagues, line managers, in CLT’s and at whole school levels in
Leadership meetings and in Staff meetings. Data conversations with students to
support their development as Assessment Capable Learners who are able to drive their
own learning. A clearly articulated data collection schedule to be developed and
implemented. All staff develop a better understanding of how to effectively analyse and
use PAT and NAPLAN Data to inform teaching and learning, including backwards
mapping in the early years.
Staff and students were surveyed at the end of 2017 regarding their engagement and
confidence in maths. As a result of these surveys, our data driven practice used maths
as the vehicle to develop staff and students’ understanding of data to inform learning.
The surveys indicated a need to:
•
Better differentiate (not simply more of the same) to achieve greater progress as
our results are below standards?
•
For teachers to use the data to support learners at their level and plan engaging
lessons.
•
Support teachers who felt some students require a higher level of intervention
than in-class differentiation can support.
•
Change the mindsets of students as many of our students were disengaged and
openly discussed their dislike of maths and how they couldn’t see its purpose.
•
Engage students in purposeful maths lessons as some students felt bored in
maths classes. They don’t like worksheets, timed tests or BNF (Basic Number Facts Rote learning of the 4 operations).
The Maths/Data Team decided their overarching goal for 2018 would be - 80% of
classroom teachers from T-6 will be better able to cater for the individual learning needs
of students in Numeracy through data driven practices and quality teaching and
learning resources by the end of 2018, as measured by classroom observations, teacher
self-assessment, student voice, and PAT Maths.
The following strategies and resources were implemented to help achieve these goals.
 Number Fluency Assessment (NFA)
Capturing every students ‘point of need’ in number fluency, pathways linked to fluency
games and activities as well as Inquiry-based learning lessons, data driven – assessment
spreadsheets to record and analyse results, games and fun activities to hook students
into the learning, building teacher/assistant teacher capacity in fluency understanding,
games, activities and assessments, and Classroom Support Staff trained in NFA and data
analysis and feeling more valued as member of the learning community.
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 TOPTEN/Maths300/ReSolve - Whole School Numeracy Program:
All-staff and all-student access to the program –(including teacher assistants) ,
Sequenced whole-school assessments with Excel data spreadsheets that pinpoint both
the grade level cohort and individual students' specific points-of-need for each
mathematical concept. Assessments align to the developmental steps in each unit and
a series of lesson plans to master that skill. A Numeracy Library linked to the sequential
TOPTEN lessons was purchased and utilised by staff.
 Term Overviews
Systematic delivery of learning areas across whole school in Numeracy. Year level
learning progressions were developed and these were linked to previous years and
extension progressions available. Links to curriculum documents and resources were
provided through line managers, emails, and stored on the school portal.
 Maths Placemats
Our Bradshaw Maths Placemats were utilised as effective learning progressions with
examples of what the learning should look like. These are linked to Year Level
Descriptions and links to the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards. Placemats
include strategy development, vocabulary and work samples.
 GradeXpert Data System
Classroom, Whole School and System wide level data system stored in GradeXpert.
Visible Learning data displays were continued in every classroom and teachers could
discuss tables/graphs/statistics, links to TOPTEN and NFA, effect sizes/growth points
and comparisons.
 Building Teacher Capacity
Numeracy coaching began in 2017 with a small number of staff who expressed interest.
This grew to capture 80% of Year 3-6 teachers by the end of 2017. All staff who were
coached and remained at Bradshaw in 2018 went on to form our Numeracy CLT
(Collaborative Learning Team). The team took on many challenges in 2018 and provided
support to our the whole staff. 3 classroom teachers are in the process of becoming
reSolve Champions –mentors in Numeracy.
 Collaborative Learning Team
The Year 3-6 CLT trialed resources, designed documents that link NFA to the
curriculum, introduced TOPTEN, Maths300 and ReSolve, developed and ran full day
Whole School PD Day –Data Driven Practices in Numeracy, designed strategy sheets
to assist students/tutors and colleagues.
 Differentiated Lesson Templates
Differentiated Lesson templates were introduced and connected to TOPTEN,
Maths300 and ReSolve, assisting teachers in thinking/planning for differentiation in all
lessons. These templates aim to capture 80%+ of learners as a whole and
provide/prepare additional resources for outliers both at beginning and extension
levels. Learning Intention and Success Criteria was included in planning and goal setting,
feedback/reminders provided to reflect with the class on the impact of each lesson or
series of lessons.
Results achieved in 2018:
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•
Rich discussion and excitement occurring regularly around maths by teachers
and students – excited to share new and engaging lessons and discovery.
•
Most classrooms look like places of discovery during maths lessons rather than
rote learning tasks with disengaged students.
•
TOPTEN and NFA have provided the assessment tools to find individual
students point of need. This was the 1st step in addressing the gaps in learning.
Teachers have been provided with assessments and pathways linked to the curriculum
and connected to quality resources.
•
TOPTEN Numeracy library - sequenced lessons drawing on teachers literacy
strengths.
•
Extension groups – looking to stretch our highest achieving students. Data
shows this is our area of least growth. Had some success with T-2.
•
One staff member has achieved Resolve Champion (run by the AAMT) with
others in the process which will provide quality mentors moving forward.
•
80% of teachers in years 3-6 in 2017 received coaching in Numeracy. These staff
members now make the core group of our Numeracy CLT.
•
Numeracy CLT ran Whole School Development day which was a great success
according to staff survey data.
•
GradeXpert – data collection and analysis system set up and being utilised by
staff at a range of levels.
•
Student Maps created so teachers only need to enter results.
•
Classroom Support Staff completed NFA assessments and recorded results in
GradeXpert providing Excel spreadsheets to teachers to help identify point of need at
both a class and individual point of need.

Series 1 -2016 median
scale scores
Series 2 – 2017 median
scale scores
Series 3 -2018 median
scale scores
Series 4 – Norm
Referencing median
scale scores
2019 will see the embedding of GradeXpert for data collection and analysis in order to
drive teaching, learning and improved student outcomes. This will be part of our priority
focussed on high quality teaching and learning in 2019. Maths pedagogy will also be an
ongoing focus area within this priority.
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Achieve … Achieve greater outcomes for students through a
strengthened Professional Learning Community implementing
evidence based practice.
In 2018, our deliverables included CLT’s (Collaborative Learning Teams) prioritised as
an effective model for professional learning, particularly in Terms 2 and 3. Observation
and Coaching Cycles embedded across the school to support the growth of teacher
practice. Quality teaching and learning consistently implemented in every classroom
utilising the range of frameworks already introduced at Bradshaw (RbL / VL / SWPBS
/ NTSEL / AAP -Age Appropriate Pedagogies). The Teacher Wellbeing Toolkit used to
support the wellbeing of teachers as they progress through a difficult and sometimes
overwhelming curriculum. Identified line managers, coaches, mentors and support
personnel readily available to support teachers in their collective efficacy. A
strengthened cross town moderation process aimed at sharing practice and building
consistency of decision making in the region. A shared sense of accountability for
student success where flexible, individual responses are utilised to support teacher and
student progress.
Collaborative teams were prioritised in Terms 2 and 3 and focussed on writing and
maths/data driven practice. Team utilised the Bradshaw protocols for meetings, setting
goals, ensuring every voice is heard and focussing on improving the outcomes of
students through building their teaching capacity.
Whilst high quality teaching and learning practices, underpinned by research has been
the norm at Bradshaw there were still some inconsistencies noted. Pockets of best
practice were also equalled by pockets of standard practice. Work began on the
development of the Bradshaw Instructional Model in order to provide consistency of
practice across all
classrooms and to
support teachers to
make
sense
of
where all of the
different
frameworks
sat
together in high
quality teaching and
learning.
Through
the work of one
Whole-school
development day,
staff unpacked the
research
and
collaboratively
designed
the
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components of the model, with a particular emphasis on the Gradual Release of
Responsibility model. We used the work of Macklin and Zbar to facilitate this process
as well as Simon Sinek’s work on “Why” to create an Instructional Model to fit our
context. The model was then refined by leadership and components were unpacked.
The model was trialled in draft form in 2018 and will be introduced effectively in 2019.
Whilst the teacher Wellbeing Toolkit was planned, it was not part of our work in 2018
and will be re-introduced in 2019. One whole-school development day was dedicated
to Staff and Student Wellbeing, presented by our ST1 Student Support Teacher, in
collaboration with staff both internally at school and externally in the region. Staff
focussed on resilience strategies for both staff and students, behaviour management
and support, trauma informed practice and a global look at the challenges faced by
students and staff around wellbeing and mental health, in order to engage effectively
in learning.
Effective
line
management
and
support
processes
were outlined so all
staff
were
well
managed
and
supported. A new
Performance
and
Development
template
was
introduced that was
far more user friendly
and enabled staff to
record their progress
towards
goal
achievement all in
one
place.
Staff
feedback was very positive. Leadership and staff voice was collected termly around the
cohesion of the school, the supports in place, as well as a reflection on the year and
future direction. A Leaders at Bradshaw Model was developed to outline what is
expected of a leader at Bradshaw Primary School and how all staff can work together
to grow the collective capacity of the school. This was part of the project undertaken
in the Principal Development Program that Penny Weily was engaged in.
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For the second year
Bradshaw utilised
the
Australian
Council
for
Educational
Research
–
Professional
Learning
Community
Questionnaire
to
monitor
our
progress as a PLC.
The report compiled
indicates that across
all five domains of a
Professional
Learning
Community
Bradshaw Primary
School has maintained or strengthened characteristics of a professional learning
community, especially in Performance and Development practices. The strongest
features of the professional community at Bradshaw Primary School remain its focus
on professional learning and its professional culture.
The report goes on to indicate that the professional culture among teachers at
Bradshaw Primary School remains strong. School leaders are providing a clear and
shared sense of educational purpose and direction. Teachers regard colleagues as a
valuable source of ideas for teaching, they collaborate and share teaching ideas
frequently, they maintain high standards, they keep up with research and maintain links
to wider professional networks. Particularly notable among school staff is their sense
of efficacy and their belief that all students are capable of learning. The level of
collaborative activity at Bradshaw Primary School has generally been maintained with
an increase in the frequency of discussions about how to teach different topics.
However, there is room for greater opportunities for teacher collaboration; to have
conversations based around examples of students’ work, and to discuss recent research
on teaching and learning.
Most teaching staff at Bradshaw Primary School agree or strongly agree that the school
leadership team has maintained or strengthened conditions in the school that support
the vision of a professional community. Finding more time for experienced teachers to
work collaboratively with other teachers still might be considered. Most teachers agree
that school leaders Bradshaw Primary School are encouraging staff to reflect on what
they are trying to achieve with students and how they are doing it, have procedures for
monitoring student achievement and well-being and provide new ideas for professional
learning. Leadership around evidence-based practice and teaching standards is strong.
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Most teachers also agree that the school leadership team values its staff members and
recognises good practice, although there is still room for this aspect to be strengthened.
There is evidence that the clear focus on student engagement, learning and welfare at
Bradshaw Primary School is strong. Most teachers believe they have the required
assessment skills and collaborative review of whether programs are meeting students’
academic needs is a feature of this school. There is still room for closer examination of
trends over time, and more time for collaborative review of data about student progress
and well-being.
Feedback from teachers clearly indicates that most teachers still strongly agree or agree
that they are becoming more effective in many ways as a result of working in the school.
Worth noting once more, is their view that this is leading to enhanced student learning
outcomes and engagement in higher order thinking.
Domain 5 is based on the concept of professional culture, as defined by the Australian
Teacher Performance and Development Framework. Table 5.1 indicates that teachers at
Bradshaw Primary Schools believe that performance and development processes have
strengthened, in particular, their confidence in the process and use of the Australian
Professional Standards for teachers. Use of student outcome data, and access to
professional learning remains high. Full report available upon request.

Finally, the frequency with which teachers receive feedback at Bradshaw Primary
School remains relatively high - another indication of a strong professional community
in the school. Given the confidence Bradshaw Primary School staff have about
feedback, consideration might still be given to occasionally using feedback from sources
such as video or audio taping. These could also provide a valuable basis for staff
discussion and feedback from colleagues. Strengthening this area will be a focus in
2019.
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School Survey Results
Student behaviour is well managed at this school
Teachers at this school treat students fairly
Teachers at this school expect my child to do his or her best
I can talk to my child’s teacher about my concerns
This school looks for ways to improve
I would recommend this school to other families

Parents
4.1
4.4
4.4
4.5
4.3
4.6

Staff
3.9
4.2
4.6
4.6
4.5
4.4 – (as a place to
work)

Students
3.7
4.3
4.7
3.9
4.4
4.2 (I like being at my
school)

Overall parents indicated high levels of satisfaction with Bradshaw Primary School and the opportunities provided for students. The highest area
according to parents is the fact that they can talk to their child’s teacher if they have any concerns. Whilst still very positive the two areas noted for
further development are a continued focus on behaviour management and further opportunities for parents to have their opinion heard and
incorporated into the school’s decision making processes. 82% of respondents would recommend the school to other parents.
Staff responses overall were also positive. Most averaged a 4+ on a 5-point rating scale. Most notably was the fact that all teachers expected
students to do their best and this was consistent with both parent and student responses, indicating the high expectations help for all students
across the school. Staff noted a strong vision for improvement, suitable/flexible programs and pathways for student success and a focus on staff
and student wellbeing as vital to future development. Staff noted their strong contributions to the improvement agenda, their ability to use and
understand data in order to drive improved student outcomes, as well as effective collaboration and professional development opportunities across
the school. Levels of trust across staff were variable and will be a focus moving forward.
Student results again were positive. High expectations topped the list, along with high levels of motivation, opportunities to do interesting things
and effective feedback provided by teachers. Students noted opportunities to engage in leadership as a positive component of Bradshaw Primary
School. Students felt that their teachers know them well and support them to achieve the best results possible. Areas for future focus include,
further work in understand how individual students learn best, Strengthening student voice and behaviour management in order for all students to
actively engage in their learning and improved school facilities and maintenance. Consistently high expectations for learning and behaviour, effective
teaching practices including feedback, motivating and engaging lessons and the effective use of assessments, strong relationships with staff and
peers and supportive learning environments, are all noted by students as supporting their academic and wellbeing progress. Report available.
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Social and Emotional Learning at Bradshaw
This school supports my child’s social development
This school helps my child understand his or her emotions
This school supports my child’s wellbeing
I actively teach and support my students to develop social and emotional skills
I understand trauma and its impact on learning and behaviour
This school's policies and practices value the cultural identities of all students and staff.
I feel supported by my friends at school.
I know how to calm myself when I am upset at school.
I know how to work through challenges at school.
I am able to concentrate on my learning in class without being distracted.
This schools acknowledges when we are doing good things.

Parents
Yes
97%
95%
96%

No
3%
5%
4%

Students
Yes
No

87%
87%
90%
58%
95%

Staff
Yes

No

100%
90%
90%

10%
10%

13%
13%
10%
42%
5%
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